Mid autumn festival in china 2019

Go to the content to the foot when the festival in the middle of autumn rolls in cingapura, two things come alive: colorful lanterns and delicious moon bobos. also known as the moon festival, this cultural case in the Chinese calendar marks the end of the autumn harvest. traditionally, it falls on the fifteenth day of the eighth month of the lunar
calendar, when the moon is the maximum and the brightest - u so the lunar legends have it. this year, it falls on September 21. get the low performance of the festival that has been celebrated since the tang dynasty, with our guide. recommended: the best cingapura moon cakes and the best free festival in the middle of the cingapura autumn that
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Lunar date of August 15, which falls on September 13 This year, celebrates the full moon of the harvest. It is one of the few most important traditional festivals of Chinese festivals in the Chinãiss calendar. The Chinese Famãlias rely on to watch the moon and enjoy quality time together. A moon bid is a chiman bakery product traditionally consumed
during the autumn middle festival. Generally, it is round and "round" has a similar pronouncement with the "gathering" in Chinãties. During the festival, people eat them to celebrate and introduce them to relatives and friends for good wishes. Happy Autumn Festival! May the Round Moon bring a happy fan and a successful future. The event, also
known as The Moon Festival, takes place every year on the first full moon after the fall of the fall, traditionally the fifth day of the eighth lunar calendar. Originally celebrated in China for thousands of years, the festival has spread from the real classes to the ordinary people and eventually throughout the registration - including Hong Kong, Taiwan
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1ui'hC-1gnuhcsnaiGâ¬â¢Ãedaw©Â ¥Ãiqgn ¥Ãiqgn ¥Ãhzniyyp uynarinaradnaM dradnatssnarT"lavitseF nmutuA-diM"gninaeM Mid-Autumn Mid-Autumn Festival is based on the legend of Chang'e, the Moon goddess in Chinese mythology. Etymology The Mid-Autumn Festival is so-named as it is held on the 15th of the 8th lunar month in the Chinese
calendar around the autumn equinox.[3] Its name is pronounced in Mandarin as ZhÃÂngqiÃ«Â JiÃ©Â (simplified Chinese: ¤Ã¸ÂÂ§Ã§ÂÂ¨ÃÂÂ; traditional Chinese: ¤Ã¸ÂÂ§Ã§ÂÂ§Ã¯ÂÂ), JÃ«Âng-chÃÂu Jit in Cantonese, and Tiong-chhiu-cheh in Hokkien. It is also called Peh-goeÃÂh-cheh (¥Ã «Â¦ÃÂÂ§Ã¯ÂÂ; 'Eighth Month Festival') in Hokkien. Chuseok
(¬Ã¶ÂÂ¬ÃÂÂ / §Ã§ÂÂ¥Ã¤ÂÂ; Autumn Eve), Korea festival celebrated on the same day in the Chinese and other East Asian lunisolar calendars.[9] Tsukimi (¦ÃÂÂ¨Ã¦ÂÂ; 'moon viewing'), Japanese variant of the Mid-Autumn Festival celebrated on the same day in the Chinese lunisolar calendar. Moon Festival or Harvest Moon Festival, because of the
celebration's association with the full moon on this night, as well as the traditions of Moon worship and Moon viewing. T¡ÃºÂ¿Ât Trung Thu (§Ã¯ÂÂ¤Ã¸ÂÂ§Ã§ÂÂ in Ch¡Ã»Â¯Â NÃ´Âm, Mid-Autumn Tet), in Vietnamese. Also known as The Children's Festival in Vietnam. Most festival songs are sung by the children.[10] Lantern Festival, a term sometimes
used in Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia,[11] which is not to be confused with the Lantern Festival in China that occurs on the 15th day of the first month of the Chinese calendar. However, 'Mid-Autumn Festival' is more widely used by locals when referring to the festival in English and 'ZhÃÂngqiÃ«Â JiÃ©Â' is used when referring to the festival in
Chinese.[citation needed] Bon Om Touk, or The Water and Moon Festival in Cambodian. The festival is held each year in November for 3 days.[12] Meanings The festival celebrates three fundamental concepts that are closely connected: Gathering, such as family and friends coming together, or harvesting crops for the festival. It is said the Moon is
the brightest and roundest on this day which means family reunion. Consequently, is the main reason why the festival is thought to be important. Thanksgiving, to give thanks for the harvest, or harmonious Praying unions (requiring conceptual or material satisfaction), such as for babies, a spouse, beauty, longevity, or for a good future Traditions and
myths around the festival are formed around these concepts,[13] although traditions have changed over time due to changes in technology, science, economics, culture and religion. [13] It is about being well together. Origin and development The Chinese celebrated the harvest during the autumn full moon since the Shang dynasty (c. 1600–1046 BC).
[13] The mid-autumn term (中) first appeared in Rites of Zhou, a written collection of rituals of the Western Zhou dynasty (1046–771 BC).[4] As for the royal court, it was dedicated to the goddess Taiyinxingjun (太). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). ). , , , , , , , , , , ). , ). ). ). ). , , ). ). This is still true for Taoism and the Chinese popular religion.[16] The
celebration as a festival only began to gain popularity during the early Tang dynasty (618–907 CE). [4] A legend explains that Emperor Xuanzong of Tang began to hold formal celebrations in his palace after exploring the Moon-Palace. [13] In the Northern Cantion Dynasty, the Middle Autumn Festival became a popular popular festival, and officially
designated the 15th day of the eighth month of the lunar calendar as the Mid Autumn Festival. By the Ming and Qing Dynasty, the mid fall festival became one of the leading popular festivals in China. Empress Dowager Cixi (late 19th century) enjoyed celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival so much that she would spend the period between the
thirteenth and the seventh day of the eighth month, preparing elaborate rituals. [3] Worship of the Moon Chang'e, the Goddess of the Moon of ImmortalityHouyi defenselessly looking at her wife Chang'e flying to the Moon after she drank the elixir. An important part ofof the festival is the worship of the moon. Moon. ancient Chinese believed in
rejuvenation being associated with the Moon and water, and connected this concept to the menstruation of women, calling it "monthly water".[17] The Zhuang people, for example, have an ancient fable saying the Sun and Moon are a couple and the stars are their children, and when the Moon is pregnant, it becomes round, and then becomes
crescent after giving birth to a child. These beliefs made it popular among women to worship and give offerings to the Moon on this evening.[17] In some areas of China, there are still customs in which "men do not worship the moon and the women do not offer sacrifices to the kitchen gods."[17] In China, the Mid-Autumn festival symbolizes the
family reunion and on this day, all families will appreciate the Moon in the evening, because it is the 15th day of the eighth month of the Chinese lunisolar calendar, when the moon is at its fullest. There is a beautiful myth about the Mid-Autumn festival, that is Chang'e flying to the Moon. Offerings are also made to a more well-known lunar deity,
Chang'e, known as the Moon Goddess of Immortality. The myths associated with Chang'e explain the origin of Moon worship during this day. One version of the story is as follows, as described in Lihui Yang's Handbook of Chinese Mythology:[18] In the ancient past, there was a hero named Hou Yi who was excellent at archery. His wife was Chang'e.
One year, the ten suns rose in the sky together, causing great disaster to the people. Yi shot down nine of the suns and left only one to provide light. An immortal admired Yi and sent him the elixir of immortality. Yi did not want to leave Chang'e and be immortal without her, so he let Chang'e keep the elixir. However, Peng Meng, one of his
apprentices, knew this secret. So, on the fifteenth of August in the Chinese lunisolar calendar, when Yi went hunting, Peng Meng broke into Yi's house and forced Chang'e to give the elixir to him. He refused to do that. Instead, she swallowed and flew to heaven. As she loved her husband and hoped to live nearby, she chose the moon for her residence.
When Yi came back and learned what had happened, he felt so sad that he showed the fruits and cakes that Chang'e liked in the backyard and gave sacrifices to his wife. People soon learned about these activities and, as they were also sympathetic by Chang'e, participated in these sacrifices with Yi. “When people learned about this story, they burned
incense on a long altar and prayed to Chang’e, now the goddess of the moon, for luck and safety. The custom of praying to the moon in the middle of the autumn was transmitted for thousands of years since then. "[19] Manual of Chinese mythology also describes a common alternative version of the myth: [18] After the hero Houyi shot In nine of the
ten suns, he was declared king by the grateful people. However, he soon became a vain and tyrannical ruler. To live very without death, he asked for the elixir of Xiwangmu. But his wife, Chang'e, stole on the fifth of August because she did not want the cruel king to live much and hurt more people. She took the magic potion to prevent her husband
from becoming immortal. Houyi was so angry when he discovered that Chang'e took the elixir, he shot his wife while she flew toward the moon, though he lost. Chang'e fled to the moon and became the spirit of the moon. Houyi died soon because he was taken with great anger. After that, people offer a sacrifice to Chang'e on every fifteenth day of the
eighth month to celebrate Chang'e's Action. Celebration The festival was a time to enjoy the successful harvest of rice and wheat with food offerings made in honor of the moon. Today, it is still an occasion for outdoor meetings between friends and relatives to eat moon cakes and watch the moon, a symbol of harmony and unity. ©Ã ©Ã ,ralos espilce
mu ed ona mu For government offices, banks and schools to close extra days in order to enjoy the prolonged heavenly celebration that an eclipse brings. [20] the festival is celebrated with many regional cultural customs u, among them: burning incense in reverence to deities, including chang'e. performance of dragon and lion dances, practiced
mainly in southern china. [4] lanterns for information about a different festival that also involves flashlights, see festival lanterns of the mid festival of lanterns in chinatown, festival lanterns of Singaporemid-Autumn in a store in hong kong, a notable part of holiday celebration is the transport of light lanterns, lighting, lighting lanterns in towers, u

ﬂoating sky lanterns. [4] Another tradition involving ﬂashlights is to write riddles in them and make others try to guess the answers (simpliﬁed Chinese: ` ̄ ° œ; traditional Chinese: q ‡ èž; pinyin: dä“ ng mã; lit ”. riddle lanterns’). [21] it is diﬀicult to discern the original purpose of the lanterns in connection with the festival, but it is certain that the
lanterns were not oated together with the worship of the moon before the tang dynasty. [13] Traditionally, the lantern has been prayed to symbolize fertility and mostly functioned as a toy and decoration. but today the lantern came to symbolize the festival itself. [13] formerly, lanterns were made in the image of natural things, myths and local
cultures. [13] over time, a larger variety of lanterns can be found as local cultures have become influenced by their neighbors. [13] as china gradually evolved from an agrarian society to an agrarian-commercial myst, the traditions of other festivals began to be transmitted to the middle of autumn festival, as the placement of lanterns in the rivers to
guide theOf the drowned practiced during the ghost festival, which is observed a mom before. [13] Hong Kong fishermen during the Qing dynasty, for example, would put lanterns on their for the Ghost Festival and keep the lanterns up until Mid-Autumn Festival.[13] Mooncakes Typical lotus bean-filled mooncakes eaten during the festivalAnimalshaped mooncakes in Vietnam Main article: Mooncake Making and sharing mooncakes is one of the hallmark traditions of this festival. In Chinese culture, a round shape symbolizes completeness and reunion. Thus, the sharing and eating of round mooncakes among family members during the week of the festival signifies the completeness and unity
of families.[22] In some areas of China, there is a tradition of making mooncakes during the night of the Mid-Autumn Festival.[23] The senior person in that household would cut the mooncakes into pieces and distribute them to each family member, signifying family reunion.[23] In modern times, however, making mooncakes at home has given way to
the more popular custom of giving mooncakes to family members, although the meaning of maintaining familial unity remains.[citation needed] Although typical mooncakes can be around a few centimetres in diameter, imperial chefs have made some as large as 8 meters in diameter, with its surface pressed with designs of Chang'e, cassia trees, or
the Moon-Palace.[20] One tradition is to pile 13 mooncakes on top of each other to mimic a pagoda, the number 13 being chosen to represent the 13 months in a full Chinese lunisolar year.[20] The spectacle of making very large mooncakes continues in modern China.[24] According to Chinese folklore, a Turpan businessman offered cakes to Emperor
Taizong of Tang in his victory against the Xiongnu on the fifteenth day of the eighth Chinese lunisolar month. Taizong took the round cakes and pointed to the moon with a smile, saying, "I'd like to invite the toad to enjoy the hÃºÂ (¨ÃÂ¡Â) cake." After sharing the cakes with his ministers, the custom of eating these hÃºÂ cakes spread throughout the
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samugla mE ]3[ .socitn¢Ãmor sojesed sues rirpmuc a raduja arap e'gnahC aul ad edadnivid Ã mavaro saninem sA .sotnemasac so rarbelec arap ahlocse ed o£Ãisaco amu etnemlanoicidart odis mªÃt onotuo od oiem on aul ad aditrap a e oroman O .o£Ã§ÃnªÃb ed odacifingis omsem o odnagerrac sam ,sotirtsid setnerefid me rirefid medop euq sianozas
saturf samugla o£Ãremoc m©Ãbmat saossep sA A game called called Of the eight immortals "(Jiangbaxian), where one of the eight immortals took possession of a player, who would take the role of a scholar or warrior. [20] children played a game called" circling the frog "(Guanxiamo), where the Group would form a dial around a child chosen to be a
frog king and sing a mother who turned the child into a frog. He jumped like a frog who was sprinkled in his head , in which he stopped for. [20] Prostics by festival registrations and cultures in the middle of the fall in Botanical Garden, Montrealchinima Mid-Urbumm Festival Parade, Belfast City Hall, North Autumn Festival in Chinatown , SingaporaAutumn Festival celebration in Victoria Park, Hong Kong in Greater China Xiamen, a tradition is celebrated exclusively in the city of Xiamen. At the festival, Famãlias and friends are remedy to play Bo Bing, a type game game involving 6 data. People take turns to roll the data in a C Erinica beat with the results determining what they earn. The
number 4 is mainly which determines the size of the prtinguish. [30] Hong Kong and Macao Lantern in Senate Square, Macao in Hong Kong and Macau, the day after the middle of the fall is a public holiday and the festival date (unless this date falls on Sunday , and Monday also a holiday), because many events of celebration are held at night. There
are vain festive activities, such as illuminating lanterns, but the moon cakes are the most important feature. However, people usually buy moon cakes, but to give their relatives as gifts. People begin to change these gifts well before the festival. Therefore, the moon cakes are sold in elegant boxes for presentation purposes. In addition, the prison of
these boxes is not considered cheap-a box of four moos from Lotus seeds polar with variety of gems, usually cost $40 u more. [31] however, as protection has become a concern of the public in recent years, many mooncake manufacturers in Hong Kong have adopted practices to reduce packaging materials to practical limits.[32] The mooncake
manufacturers also explore in the creation of new types of mooncakes, such as ice-cream mooncake and snow skin mooncake. There are also other traditions related to the Mid-Autumn Festival in Hong Kong. Neighbourhoods across Hong Kong set impressive lantern exhibitions with traditional stage shows, game stalls, palm readings, and many other
festive activities. The grandest celebrations take place in Victoria Park (Hong Kong).[33] One of the brightest rituals is the Fire Dragon Dance dating back to the 19th century and recognised as a part of China's intangible cultural heritage.[34][35] The 200 foot-long fire dragon requires more than 300 people to operate, taking turns. The leader of the
fire dragon dance would pray for peace, good fortune through blessings in Hakka. After the ritual ceremony, fire-dragon was thrown into the sea with lanterns and paper cards, which means the dragon would return to sea and take the misfortunes away.[35] Before 1941, There were also some celebration of Mid-Autumn Festival held in small villages
in Hong Kong. Sha Po would celebrate Mid Autumn Festival in every 15th day of the 8th Chinese lunisolar month.[36] People called Mid Autumn Festival as Kwong Sin Festival, they hold Pok San Ngau Tsai at Datong Pond in Sha Po. Pok San Ngau Tsai was a celebration event of Kwong Sin Festival, people would gather around to watch it. During the
event, someone would play the percussions, Some villagers would then acted as possessed and called themselves as "Maoshan Masters". They burnt themselves with incense sticks and fought with real blades and spears. Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, Matsu In Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, Matsu, the Mid-Autumn Festival is a public holiday. Outdoor
barbecues have become a popular affair friends and family to meet and enjoy each other's company. [37] As of 2016, Taipei City designated 15 riverside parks to accommodate outdoor barbecues for the public. [38] The ethnic minorities in the Chinese Korean minorities living in the autonomous province of Yanbian Korea have a custom to welcome
the Moon, where they placed a large conical house structure made of dry pine branches and call it "moon house". The light of the moon would shine in for the eyes to enjoy. [17] The people of Bouyei call the occasion "Festival of the Adoring Moon", where after praying to ancestors and dinner together, they bring rice cakes to the door to worship the
grandmother of the Moon. [17] The people of You practice a ceremony called "Beating the Moon", where they place a clear water basin in the courtyard to reflect an image of the Moon, and then "beat" the surface of the water with branches. [17] The Maonan people tie a bamboo near the table, in which a grapefruit is hung, with three incense sticks
lit on it. This is called "Shooting the Moon." [17] Similar traditions in other countries Similar traditions are found in other parts of Asia and also revolve around the full moon. These festivals tend to occur on the same day or around the Mid-Autumn Festival. East Asia Japan See main article: Tsukimi The festival of viewing the Japanese moon, o-tsukimi
(山, "Moon visualization"), is also held at this time. People have picnic and drink sake under the full moon to celebrate the harvest. South Korea Chuseok Chuseok ( de de; [t dehu.s.k.]), literally "Autumn eve", once known as hangawi ( Preview de; [han..a..i]; from archaic Korean to "the great middle (of autumn)"), is a large harvest festival and a threeday holiday in North Korea and South Korea celebrated on the 15th day of luth It was celebrated as much as during the Three Kingdoms period in Silla. How matisiv matisiv sonaeroc so ,atiehloc aob ad o£Ã§Ãarbelec o£Ãs etnemlareg euq sariesac sanretnal mairaf m©Ãbmat sonajobmac sO .sotnuj kobmA kA ues ed raturfsed e sojesed rezaf e razer
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